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Observations
Marketing Graduates
By DOROTHY DOCKSTADER
Director, DePaul University Placement Bureau and University ManMarketing Clinic, Chicago, Ill.
Everyone knows there is no better
advertisement, no better publicity,
for any institution than a satisfied
customer. For the universities that
means men and women graduates
happily located in positions where
they are making progress.
Almost all schools are finding positions for some of their graduates.
Some are locating all those who
finish. But how many of us are giving
our prospective graduates any training in the important art of finding
the right job and landing it? Once
you have mastered this technique you
have little to fear for the future.
Realizing the need for such help
for our own alumni, De Paul University in May, 1939, opened the University Man-Marketing Clinic, inviting
graduates of all universities to palic i pate.
Suppose you are out of a position
or seeking to secure a better one. Although you are an expert in your
field, you may not know the ABCs
in job landing. Hundreds of capable
young men and women have welcomed the opportunity to bring their
job-hunting problems to the clinic.
The clinic is an open forum where
graduates of all universities meet
with a group of executives to discuss
ways and means of applying merchandising principles to marketing
their own services.
Ours meets every Wednesday evening (except during August and December) at De Paul University's Downtown Building, 64 East Lake Street,
Chicago. To date, close to 2,000 graduates of 100 universities from coast
to coast have attended.
There is no charge to anyone. Executives from radio, publicity, bankirig, manufacturing companies, newspapers, magazines, accounting firms,
universities, research organizations
and others, give their time and counsel. The clinic is carrying on where
the universities leave off and is open
and free to graduates of all colleges.
We invite your school to urge its
Chicago sons and daughters to bring
their employment problems to the
clinic. They will secure jobs they want
for which they are qualified if they

Out of The Mail Bag.
. 0

will put forth the necessary effort to
plan job campaigns and carry them
to their logical conclusions.
But why can't we have University
Man-Marketing Clinics in every City
or town where there are colleges?
They should be open to give their
time to such a worthy cause—in fact
we find they thoroughly enjoy ii.
Incidentally it increases their interest in the school and its graduates,
acquaints them and their friends
with really splendid young people
available for their organizations.
Marketing graduates properly is the
best publicity there is for colleges
and universities.

Colleges Face
Emergency
The American college has two obligations in the present emergency.
These obligations pertain to the preservation of democracy and the American way of life. The first obligation is that of contributing, without
stint, to the upbuilding of the national defense for the active preservation of democratic institutions. The
second obligation is that of preserving, through education and research,
the foundations of our democratic
way of life. The colleges should be
centers for this preservation. No
other institutions are as well equipped for this task as are the American
colleges and universities. Although
it may become necessary in efficiently fashioning a national defense
structure, to sacrifice in part at least
some of our democratic institutions,
the colleges should he oases of complete democracy within the structure,
conducting their affairs in thoroughly
democra,tic fashion, demonstrating
by precept and example the way in
which national problems can he
solved through the active participation of free men.
—Edward Y. Blewett, Dean,
College of Liberal Arts,
University of New Hampshire.
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Sitka, Alaska
Oct. 30, 1940

hear FriendsI received my homecoming Alumntis a few days ago. I appreciate the
effort someone takes in keeping track
of me.
We are what they call the "Man
behind the navy' now. My husband
is working on the airport on Japon-T
ski island. We live across the water
from the main buildings in a large
tent about a mile and a half from
Sitka. The housing situation is quite,
had but they say there are to be a
lot of houses built for civilian employees soon. In the meantime we are
very cozy and rather enjoy doing
something different.
You may have heard that it rains
all the time here but the last few
weeks we have been having some-s
grand weather. I admit it can rain
bough when it wants to and the wind
blows terribly hard.
Grace W. (Fuller) McCanimon,'23
We attribute the success of
our program to the fact that we lay
our whole emphasis in campus life on
the fact that the 'student is the
thing.' The school is run not for the
Board of Curators, not for the faculty,
but for the students. It is then no
surprise to a girl to finch the college
interested in her as a woman. She
has found the school genuinely interested before position and wealth
have come to her and is not skeptical
of the advances of the alumni secretary or other college representatives......
—Ann Sorency, Stevens College
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BEST MILK YOU CAN BUY
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Nine occupational fields have been
selected. In each group at least two
specific occupations will be represented. The Vocational Conference
Day will open with a general assembly of all students to hear an address
by Mr. E. L. Blaine, Jr., Vice President of the Peoples National Bank of
Seattle, on the subject "Bridging the
Gap between College and Final Employment."
After the general assembly address, the students will be divided
into the selected nine groups for discussion and conference. In each group
the representatives of the specific occupations will hold a panel discussion
in which each will explain the nature
of his occupation, its requirements,
and some of its rewards. After a
short period each member of the
panel will adjourn to a separate room
where he will participate in a round
table discussion with students on his

particular occupation. Following the
round table discussion the leader will
hold individual conferences with students who will have previously signed
up for such conferences. In this manner each leader will participate in
panel discussions, round table discuscions, and individual conferences
with college men and women on the
subject in the treatments of which
lie is an expert.
Each leader will be asked to cover
the following points:
The importance of learning any
business or profession from the
ground up.
The utility of a college training
in his field.
The courses in college he has
found most helpful.
The work in college he feels he
should have taken.
The various difficulties he has
encountered in adjusting himself to
the realities of the economic struggle.
The limits and extent of oppoitunity in his field for college men
and women.
March 19, 1941 is the date.
8:30-9:20 a. m. general assembly
and address by Mr. Blaine.
9-30-10:20 Panel discussion in
which all leaders will participate.
10:30-12:20 Round Table discussions and individual conferences.
12:30-2:00 Luncheon served by the
college for the conference leaders.
2:10-4:00 Round Table discussions
and individual conferences.
Although the panel discussions will
all be held at the same time the
iound table discussions are scheduled
to permit each student to participate
in four different discussions on four
different occupations.
Student committees will be appointed to escort and introduce the
leaders, one committee for each
speaker. These committees will act
as host for the speakers during the
entire time that they are present on
he campus.

Lincoln Pharmacy

JACK'S LUNCH

The Rexall Store

Home of the World's
Largest Hot Dog

Professor Battin
-Leads Vacational
Conference
I'rofessor Charles T. Battin and
several other members of the C. P. S.
'faculty are acting as a committee to
organize a one-day vocational conference for the entire student body.
The project has been enthusiastically
received by the students and bids
fair to become an annual tradition.
Following is an explanation of the
purpose and workings of the conference by Professor Battin.
The great depression, which is probably still with us, has brought home
to present day college youth the
fact that opportunities for employment upon graduation are no longer
plentiful. It has forced upon the college man a realization that the nature
of opportunity has changed without
giving him an understanding of the
change. It has taken the old opportunities away from him without giving him the knowledge of how to
make new ones. He is often bewildered, defeated. In consequence many
young people are turning to cure-all
movements and isms. Since their lives
and experiences have been mostly behind cloistered walls they know little
of the realities of the economic and
social struggle, and what they do
not understand they fear. All too
frequently their instructors are likewise products of a cloistered life
without practical knowledge of the
world outside the classroom. If these
young people are to be integrated
into our social and economic order
without great waste of human values
they must have the help and understanding of our business and professional leaders.
The business man and the professional man have been too busy with
their own immediate problems to
give more thought to what is happening to youth than to note its apparent readiness to embrace peculiar
ideologies. Perhaps our schools are
too far from realities while our
businesses are too far from our
schools.
In an attempt, in a small way, to
bridge this gap, the College of Puget
Sound has set aside an entire day for
- conference between Its students and
those leaders in industry, the arts,
and the professions who are willing
to cooperate.
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CHARLES T. BATTIN
Professor of Economics
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Sports

• • • By FRANK WALTER, '42

"A" league basketball is again
in progress and the Sigma Zeta Epsilon continues to dominate that field.
It is also rumored that the Alder
street house has a strong "B" league
quintet.

Team sports are listed with basketball holding sway in February and
March; five-man team bowling in
February; ping pong in March; swimming in March; track in late March
and early April; softball in April and
May; tennis in late April and May;
and golf in May.
Pointing toward their second conference basketball championship, the
Logger hoopsters stopped Whitman
College twice by scores of 57 to 45
and 55 to 52 on Monday and Tuesday,
January 13 and 14.
The outlook was extremely favorable at Christmas time as Coach
Stuart Parks had whipped his quintet
into shape, but the sudden death of
Harry Werbisky, team captain and
all-conference guard, threw a kink in
the setup and a new guard was looked
for. A freshman from Stadium high,
Don Brown, was given the call and
has held down the position since then.
Looking into the future one of the
most important games for local alumni will be the second meeting between Pacific Lutheran College and
the Loggers. In the first meeting the
Lutherans won a close game, but the
Maroon and White team still missed
Werbisky. This return game is listed
for Friday, February 28 at the Parkland gym.
The team has played most of its
home games and faces a crucial road

THOR C.
TOLLEFSON

MOUNTAIN VIEW
BURIAL PARK

Intramural athletics are decidedly
on the upgrade at Puget Sound. With
Coach Stuart Parks and Frank Walter, '42, at the helm the sport scene
has broadended into a wide scope.
Three champions in the team sports
have been crowned with touch football seeing a three-way tie between
Sigma Zeta Epsilon, Delta Kappa Phi
and Alpha Chi Nu. Sigma Zeta Epsilon won the volleyball trophy and
the Independents captured the badminton cup.
In individual sports the Delta Kappa Phi team of Jim Paulson and Herman Kleiner won the doubles in
horseshoes, while the singles find
Paulson, Kenji Oyanagi from the
Nippons; and Steve Truselo from
Sigma Zeta Epsilon vieing for the
title. Keigi Omori of the Nippons Won
the foul shooting contest.
At present a ping pong tournament, claiming the attention of 57
participants is under way. In the second semester attention will be turned
to individual wrestling and bowling.

PROSECUTING

trip into Oregon soon after the starI
of the second semester meeting Willamette University on Friday and
Saturday, February 14 and 15, then
moving to Forest Grove where it
plays Pacific University on Monday
and Tuesday the 17th and 18th. All
four of these games are regular conference clashes.
They will be back in Tacoma on
the 24th and 25th of February to
complete their conference schedule
meeting Linfield College of McMinnville, Oregon on Monday and Tuesday
nights.
The Pacific Lutheran game on the
28th, a practice game here with the
Olympia Elks on February 5th and a
return tilt with Bellingham Normal
here on March 1st, brings to a close
the 1940-41 basketball season.

NO MATTER where you are,
buy your Tacoma friends flowers from a Tacoma Florist .
Florist's Telegraph Delivery
Makes It Possible.
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1941 Track Outlook
With a nucleus of nine returning
lettermen and a large group of freshmen, Coach Leo Frank has turned
his attention to the 1941 edition of
the Logger track team.
Graduation cut deep into the ranks
of the Puget Sound thinclads taking
such conference stars as John McDonald, Gene Albertson and Lloyd
Baker.
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Leading the returning contingent
are Jack Leggee, speedy quarter muer; John Sharp, three year stripe
winner who specializes in the middle
distances; Fred Beck, two miler who
unofficially cracked the record twice
last year; Bill McLaughlin, field man;
Dale McCord, sprinter and jumper.
Nate Hale, dash man; Norm Walker, high jumper; and Bill Tucker
and Bob Maycumber, timber toppers,
who are expected to dominate the
11igh and low hurdles in conferenëe
competition this season.
Nevertheless, Coach Frank is counting on the large squad of freshmen
and new tracksters to fill the gaps
in his 1941 cinder team.
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IF ALL ALUMNI DUES WERE PAID
—we could publish an alumni directory;
—we could publish The Alumnus each month;
—we could have a scholarship fund for worthy students;
—we could have bigger and better alumni reunions;
—we could help the college building program;
—we could help the athletic program;
—we could do these and many other projects to make C. P. S.
a greater institution and your alumni association a more
vital organization.

—IF
South Side Tire and
Battery Co.

By JIMMY HATLO
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Today's 11'risis...
—

-

Axis, fear of a totalitarian dominated.
world, and a feeling of moral responsibility for the preservation of democracy, seem to me to be the basic
reasons why our foreign policy is
as it is. Furthermore, with this background in mind I fail to see how our
foreign policy could have taken a different turn. It seems to me that the.
only realistic path open to our statesmen in charge of foreign affairs is
the one they have now taken, namely,
all-out to England short of war and
a determination to refuse to acquiesce
in totalitarian aggression.

By Prof. J. W. Robinson
The question as to what the foreign policy of the United States ought
to be is no longer a vital issue. The
President, apparently supported by
an overwhelming majority of citizens
and their representatives, has clear ly stated our policy to be complete
aid short of war to England and a
refusal to be intimidated by the real
or implied threats of the Axis powers.
This country is to become the 'arsenal
of democracy' and do all short of
war to bring about the defeat of totalitarianism. The real question then is
not whether this ought to be our
foreign policy, which is now purely
an academic issue, but, to use a current phrase, how did we get this way?
I think there are three basic leaSons why our foreign policy is as it
is today. First, from the very beginning of the present international
crisis there have been many factors
in the Axis strategy which led inevitably to the alienation of American
public opinion. One need only recall
a few of these factors. A constant
stream of vituperation, insults, and
threats have been poured upon all
democracies without distinction; the
"democratic, Jewish, capitalistic, plutocratic, war mongers" apparently included America. The totalitarian attacks on religious institutions along
with the ruthlessness and savagery
of Nazi methods of repression surely
was not calculated to win approval
in a land noted for its sympathy for
the underdog regardless of the breed.
Second, Americans had a bad attack of the 'jitters' when they finally
got around to consideration of the
problem of a lone democracy in a
totalitarian world. In this case there
was no room for sentimentality and
sympathy for England, Jews, Greece
or anything else—it was purely a case
of self-interest. The world's highways,
seaways, and airways were seen as
guarded from brigands only because
a responsible people represented by
the British Empire had the will and
the strength to keep them free and
peaceful. What would happen in case
of a British collapse no one could
foretell, but certainly few Americans
could derive comfort from the
thought that if they passed into the
hands of the Axis powers one might
expect to see an extension of political
gangsterism from the home fields
into the highways and byways of the
whole world. Closely associated with
this thought was the problem of economic competition with the serfdom
that totalitarianism not only prom-

By RHARD SMITH, '36
Field and Alumni Secretary

JOHN W. ROBINSON, '37
Professor of Philosophy
ised to introduce but actually had already initiated. Finally, the activity
of the various Bund organizations indicated that America was not supposed to be a lone democracy in a
totalitarian world, not according to
the Axis plan, but to be converted into a form of government suitable for
participation in an Axis controlled
world.
Third, and rather late in the game,
came the conviction that collaboration between the democracies for
purposes of mutual defense was both
a sound tactical maneuver and a
moral responsibility.
These three factors, anti-democratic propaganda on the part of the
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From day to day we are being bombarded with descriptions of What
democracy is and reasons why we
must raise ourselves from our bed
of ease and defend it. Our national
leaders are urging us forward in a
furious program of preparedness, and
"aid to the foes of aggression." Some
of our ministers are even already
beating the drums of hate, intolerance and retaliation. We all engage
in wild speculation and wishful thinking about the present cataclysm as
it it were an annual Rose Bowl football game. All this and much more
in "defense of democracy."
Perhaps it is high time that we review again the simple fundamentals
of democracy and resell ourselves on
them. Democracy is simply the right
of man to "life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness," not for one man
but for every man. In a sense deniocracy is but a political expression of
Christianity. We all know the principles which stand as the bulwarks
of Christianity, and which we might
consolidate in the phrase 'goodwill
toward men."
Today we are again part and parcel
of another world war. Though not
actively engaged in the actual fighting we are rapidly becoming resigned
to our present role—even clamoring
for a more active part. Regardless
of what we decide to be our destiny
and sacred duty in the present war let
us not move on blindly.
Although we may feel that we have
no practical, workable, method of
solution at hand for the present crisis,
we must realize that the method we
are again proposing and already
using—war—has proved itself a horrible failure through thousands of
years of history. Let us further realize that in going to war to defend
"life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness" we are in reality taking those
very rights away not only from ourselves but also the people of many

THE PUGET SOUND ALUMNUS
lands.
The best we can expect out of the
present war and our part in It Is
that if the axis powers are defeated
in battle we shall have another
chance—another generation in which
to set up a world order to insure
permanent peace. We must realize
one further point, that such a world
rder and the steps leading to it can
come about only through enlightened
Christian education.
Is it too much to expect that in the
tremendous energy we are bending
to defend democracy we might find a
little energy to put democracy on the
offensive by reselling ourselves on
the fundamentals of democracy and
by educating ourselves in the ways
of world peace and brotherhood? May
we not then let these principles shine
through us so strongly that other
peoples and other nations may see
and follow our example?
Wishful thinking?—well perhaps
but no more so than that of a man
who thinks he can rule the world.
By PROF. F. G. WILLISTON
This is not so much an attempt to
suggest a desirable American foreign
policy as a confession of faith in the
supreme value of democracy and the
democratic way of life. I know of no
other political philosophy or political
system which has done more to protect human personality and give it
dignity and significance. Aside from
a few insignificant exceptions we are
divided only on the one question:
How may we maintain our democratic way of life?
A few months ago such a proposition would have seemed as trite and
as removed from reality as the proverbial 4th of July speech. Now it
carries an ugly threat of reality and
imminence that concern us all. Yes,
we are all against Nazism wherever it
makes its appearance. On that issue I
will throw up my hat and shout with
as much gusto as anyone. Furthermore I will continue shouting against
it whether it makes its appearance in
Tokyo, Berlin or Moscow, whether
it be displayed against helpless peoples of western Europe, against African or Indian natives. But does this
passion to save our democracy from
the threat of the Nazi or Communist
require us to underwrite the British
empire or build a huge military
machine which many of our own
naval and army leaders declare we
do not need? My reply is a simple
negative.
Space prevents more than a few
supporting statements. First, I do
- not believe we can spend these
$29,000,000,000 during the next
three years in the building of our

FRANK G. WILLISTON
Professor of History and
Political Science
war machine without jeopardizing
our standard of living and many of
the institutions and practices which
we regard as essential to democracy.
(A few weeks ago there appeared in
an obscure corner of the New York
Times the brief notice of the death by
suicide of an ex-service man. The account described how he had pinned
his medals on his chest and then had
turned on the gas. The story ended
with the laconic remark, "he was anemployed." Another article carried
the news that last year scores of
citizens had died of starvation in
this country. Incredible, you say, but
this statement was certified by state
relief agencies. A few months ago
in Tacoma, a national authority on
social welfare stated that over half
of the babies to be born into this
country next year would come to
homes where the family income was
below the minimum of decent living.
Will we defend ourselves against
such things by this huge expenditure?
Let us not kid ourselves. The National City Bank of New York has
warned us that this money will not
and cannot bring prosperity. Whatever else may be said in defense of
this armament it is not to be found
in the claim that it will stimulate industry. The apparent stimulus, the
bank argues, is not sound recovery
and means in the long run economic
waste. Will we be in a better position
to give the next generation a chance
we have not given to this one?
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But you may argue that no one
justifies this terrific expenditure on
the grounds of any encouragement to
industry. No one wants to do It, we
are simply driven to it by the ruthless
campaigns of Hitler and his known
ambition to rule the world.
There is not sufficient space to
argue the accuracy of Lindbergh's
estimate of the situation, but the
most competent authorities are
agreed that the chief Nazi menace to
us comes through an idealogical and
commercial attack by way of Latin
America. Witness the increasing effectiveness of Nazi pressure in that
area even while Germany has her
hands full in Europe. How much Of
our 29 billions are we spending in
meeting the Nazis on that ground
and with more effective weapons
than Stukas?
Our sympathies and admiration for
the British people must not allow us
to ignore one other important fact.
We are expected and urged to aid
Britain regardless of the fact that we
do not know what kind of a peace
she will exact if she is successful.
Polls of British public opinion and
editorials in some of her leading
periodicals would indicate that she
will demand a more drastic peace
than that of Versailles, which was so
instrumental in making Hitler's success possible. We cannot ignore that
fact by declaring that a German victory would mean as bad or a worse
treaty. Furthermore, we are actually
proposing to underwrite her continued control of India, as well as the
continuance in power of the same
party that betrayed Ethiopia, the
Spanish republic, Austria and CzechoSlovakia. That group remains essentially in power and as yet there hms
been no real gesture of repudiation
by the British electorate. Is it too
much to ask that if we are to throw
everything in the balances to insure
a British victory, we should at least
know whether she will use that victory to perpetuate the conditions out
of which Nazism rose?
War for the United States is closer
than many of us think. Army and
navy authorities in this area are assuming its inevitability. The only
question is the moment of its declaration. Before it is too late, should
we not at least consider the warning
of President Hutchins that such a war
will effectively cancel out democracy?
It will prove a tragic bargain if We
go again to save the world for democracy to discover that we have created or intensified the very conditions
which will destroy that democracy
here and abroad. Defend democracy?
By all means, but let us be very sure
that it is defense and not suicide.

1,;
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FineArts,

. By E. T. SHORT

training teachers to establish the
music background in the elementary
grades. Through vocal and instrumental ensembles of exceptional
character the college also is carrying
the message of good music to a constantly increasing clientele from
which new students are being interested in the school.
Oldest of the college ensembles is
the Adelphian Choral society. Under
the direction of John Paul Bennett,
director of the conservatory and
teacher of voice, the chorus has come
to be recognized as the most outstanding college singing group in
the Northwest. The demand for appearances before service clubs and
other groups is far greater than the
singers can fill and pay any attention
to class work which, after all, is one
of the obligations of college students.
The chorus does, however, perform
an important service in the corn11111

E. T. SHORT
In harmony with the procedtire
outlined in the fine arts program of
the American Association of Colleges,
members of the College of Puget
Sound music faculty are more and
more stressing music as a valuable
part of a general education. Although
that view has been generally prevalent in theory, it is only recently that
the necessary impetus was provided
to carry the theory into effective and
widespread practice.
Through the facilities provided by
the Carnegie grant for an experiment
in fine arts production, the college
music department is not only stressing the importance of the theory of
music as part of a general education
but in the division of public music is

TACOMA MILK
PRODUCERS ASSN.
Farm Maid Dairy
Products
MILK and CREAM
Ice Cream, Buttermilk,
Cottage Cheese
.

2515 South Tacoma Way
GArland 1237

For the second timc, the chorus,
with the college orcheatra, has been
asked to provide the music for the
Easter sunrise service conducted by
the Tacoma Masonic lodges. The second request for this service was due

Neal E. Thorsen

to the fine work the chorus, under
Mr. Bennett, and the orchestra, directed by Mr. Wersen, did last Easter.
Thursday, January 30, the chorus
contributed the music program for
the annual meeting of the Tacoma
Methodist Union at which the principal speaker was Dr. Bruce Baxter,
bishop of the Portland area and president of Willamette university.
A program of All-American music
is being prepared for the annUal
Northwest tour in April and for a
concert in Jones hall April 28, in a
series sponsored by the music department. The proceeds of the series are
going to establish the nucleus of a
fund for a conservatory building and
recital hail on the campus.
One of the projects being developed
with Carnegie funds is the Puget
Sound Symphony orchestra. Two
years ago the college provided a home
for a recreation orchestra which had
been discontinued as a part of the
Tacoma night school program. This
group has been developed into an
organization of near professional
character and will be heard in a for mal concert In Jones ball 14'ebruary
24 under the direction of Louis C.
\V rsu.
Another distinctive music group
on the campus is the Puget Sound
Chamber Music society, a string en-
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semble organized and conducted by
'Erich J. F. Koker, well-known concert violinist and string instrument
instructor in the conservatory. This
- group, started when Mr. Koker
brought together a few instrumentalists interested in the study of chamber music classics, has become the
leading chamber music ensemble in
the Northwest and the only chamber
string ensemble on the Pacific coast
sponsored by a college.
To further extend the influence
of the college as a center of music
education, especially among young
people in high schools, the college
has provided facilities to hold the
annual Northwest high school solo
contest on the campus March 8. This
is part of the program of the National
Music Educators' Conference to develop music as a part of a general
education. Those who participate are
for the most part high school students who excel in music and whose
choice of a college will be governed
in part by the opportunities to continue their music studies. This field
includes both instrumental and vocal
music.
Similar objective and opportunity
are represented in the proposal to
hold a four weeks' band camp on the
campus in connection with the summer school. Because of the particula
setup the project can be established
with very little expense to the college. Members of the camp pay their
own living expenses and the tuition
covers the expense of instruction. To
bring approximately 75 of the best
high school musicians in the Northwest to the campus for a month will
cost the college not to exceed $200.
Members of the administration who
are urging the camp consider that
a very small price to pay for the in-

TACOMA
GRAVEL &
SUPPLY CO.

timate contact with a group of high
school students, most of whom will
be planning attendance at some
college.
Important contributions to college
music leadership are being made also
by D. Robert Smith, professor of
organ and theory, and Leonard Jacobsen, professor of pianoforte. They are
appearing frequently on concert programs and are in demand particularly where fine performance is req u i red.
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DRAMATICS
The second semester of 1940-41
will see the Campus Playcrafters
"up to their ears" again, with an
evening of 1-act plays to be ready
for February 14th, a faculty comedy
—the first play put on by the profs.
in many a day, and a spring playthe largest production of the season—"Smilin' Through."
The occasion of the 1-act plays is
the high school debate tournament
annually held at C. P. S., but the
plays are given in the evening, 8:15,
and the public is invited.
Try-outs for "Smilin' Through"
will be held in the near future, and
rehearsals started. Watch for apnouncements for this all-college play.
The comedy-hit of the season will
undoubtedly be that put on by our
learned professors, and its performance will not be a private showing
only, but an evening affair with the
public invited. Cast for parts are
Professors Williston, Chapman, Tomlinson, Mrs. Robbins, Mrs. Drushel,
and Miss Meredith. You won't want
to miss this!
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Panorama of College of Puget Sound Campus
This photograph shows all the present buildings
and also the buildings which the College needs most
at the present time. 1—C. H. Jones Hall. 2—Leonard
Howarth Hall. 3ymnasium. 4—Conservatory of
Music, which should be replaced with a sound-proof
structure adequate for the college needs.
5—Agnes
Healy Anderson Residence Hall for Women. 6.—Pro.
posed new student union building, a vital need of the

New Active Members
Of Alumiii Assn.
QUADRANT I
MrS. Edwin L.
Carisen, John 0. Fitts, Katherine J.
Hoffman, Mary A. McDonnell, E. A.
Schaper, M. D., Mary N. Wilson,
Henry L. Bassett, Grace Bowen. Mrs.
M. C. Hirtzel (Pauline Voelker), Mi.
and Mrs. Roy W. Kennard, Alice E.
Morgan, Deane M. Pettihone, M. D.,
Mrs. Peter B. Solberg (Lucile Davenport), Ray K. Sonnemann, Roy L.
Sprague, Elverton B. Stark, Mis.
Stare Stromberg (Mary Kizer).
QUADRANT II - E. L. Blaine,
Trustee, Mildred M. Brown, Samuel
Dupertuis, Mary-Jane Finke, Clarence Hagen, Paul B. Hanawalt, Mrs.
Lloyd W. Hazieton (Harriet Rosenzweig), Albert L. Hotchkin, Julia

college at the present time.

A large portion of the funds
for this structure are already in hand. 7—Proposed
library building, greatly needed to take care of a rapidly
expanding library and to furnish study space.
Another vital need of the college is a inca's residence hall.
9—An additional unit to the women's residence facilities
is much in demand because the new hall is already filled
to overflowiug.

Joski, Trevor Kincaid, Thomas E.
Mason, E. J. Mathews, Marc H. Miller, Donald Roberts, Elizabeth Shackleford, Charles Underhill, Charles M.
Anderson, Ruth M. Halhin, William
J. Millard, Helen Murland, Mary H.
Nicholson, Willard E. Stanton, Mr.
and Mrs. Geo. F. Pollock (Helen Rosenzweig).

Cochran, Fordyce A. H. Johnson,
M. D., Murray L. Johnson, M. D., Mrs.
H. J. McCammon, Vinnie A. Pease,
Mrs. Kenneth L. Powers (Gladys
Neff), Geo. G. Tibbits, Louise Woods.

QUADRANT Ill--Paul F. Barber,
Walter S. Davis, Mrs. J. M. Driskell,
Robert 0. Logan, MI'S. Raymond Preston, Benjamin F. Brooks, Browder
Brown, Belle Ruth Clayman, John D.

QUADRANT IV—Ethel M. Cotter,
Henry W. Cramer, Dorothy J. Magee,
Virgil F. Nostrand, Edward D. Rich,
Elizabeth Shane, John Stuen, Charles
S. Teeple, Mrs. Ralph VonKuster
(Gertrude Wittine), Thelma Bestler,
Mrs. Clarence Hughes (Eunice Merritt), J. Ralph Magee.

J. W. BROWN'S GARAGE

Hansen & Rowland, Inc.

GENERAL REPAIRING
Gas - Oil - Storage
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BR. 1448

INSURANCE—All Lines
Worldwide Binding and Settlement
Facilities
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Pres. Todd Issues
Statement on E. S.
Collins Bequest
Much interest was manifested by
the public in the mention of the College of Puget Sound as a beneficiary
in the will of the late E. S. Collins of
Portland, Oregon, who had been a
trustee of the College for forty years.
Mr. Collins left a large estate in various forms of property in several
states. It is evident, therefore, that
the payment of that bequest, whatever the amount may be, will be deferred.
It is of interest also that Mr. Collins wrote the College last fall, saying
that he was ready to erect a library
building and was prepared to pay for
it as the builders' contract specified.
This pledge was made the occasion of
starting a movement in October last
to raise an additional $150,000 for
the erection of a student union building, the second unit of the women's
residence hall, equip and furnish the
three buildings, and improve the
campus about them.
It is apparent that the payment of
this pledge is involved in the settle-

meut of the estate, therefore making
the date of payment somewhat uncertain.
Studies of the library building
have been prepared, but the drafting
of plans will be deferred until some
settlement is made with the estate.
Studies of the second unit of the
residence hall for women have also
been made. The detailed plans for
specifications will be drawn whenever the funds to erect that unit are
in sight.
The plans and specifications for
the student union building are being
completed. Most of the funds required
for it are in sight and the College
expects to call for bids for its erec-

GRAHAM
BLUEPRINT CO.
FRANK GRAHAM
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Tacoma Buidng
MAin 7733

tion in a short time. The improvement of the campus is not only desirable but essential for the public
good. These Improvements will go
forward just as rapidly as the friends
of the College furnish funds. The
College has followed the policy of
doing things well and paying the
bills. That is one reason for Its favorable acceptance in academic and f inancial circles. It is not ready to
abandon that policy and the search
for funds for these objectives will be
pushed steadily until they are in
hand and the work is completed.
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Faeulty
What does a member of a college
faculty do with his spare time? The
answer is found in a review of the
activities of several members of the
College of Puget Sound instructional
staff.
Coolidge 0. Chapman, professor of
English, is joint author of a work on
English literature to be published
by the American Book company. The
tentative title is "Readings in English
Literature." It tells the story of English literature from what is known
as the "Old English" period to the
end of the Nineteenth century.
Because of the nature of the worj5
a great deal of research has been required. Dr. Chapman's contribution
covers the eighteenth centry and the
first half of the nineteenth century.
His associates in the work are Allen
R. Benham, University of Washington; John B. Cook, University of
Southern California; and Miss Louise
Pound, University of Nebraska. All
are recognized specialists in the field
of English Literature.
The date of publication will be announced soon.
It is interesting to note in this
connection that the name of Dr. Chapman appears this year in 'Who's
Who." This is a distinct recognition
of the place he occupies in the field
of English Literature.
Louis G. Wersen, member of the
music faculty, has been honored by
election to the presidency of the National School Orchestra Association,

J. L. MOORE
SHIPPING
L4

Washington

0 0 0
a division of the National Music Educators' Conference. This is the first
time the office has come to the west.
Marvin R. Schafer, professor of
sociology, is making a study of the
ecological pattern - distribution of
population—of Tacoma for the city
planning commission.
In December Dr. Schafer was one
of the speakers at the meeting of the
Pacific Sociological Society at Palo
Alto and his address was published
in the American Sociological Review.
His services to the extent of his time
are in demand for research and advice in his field.
As president of the Pacific Northwest Board of Education of the Methodist church, Dean John D. Regester
attended the National Conference on
Education at Nashville, Tenn. He
also attended the meeting of the
American Philosophical Association
at Philadelphia later in the month
and contributed an article on "Desirable Objectives for Methodist Regional Conferences" published in the
Christian Student.
While in the East Dr. Regester
visited a number of schools and colleges, paying special attention to
libraries and student union buildings.
Among the schools visited were Allegheny college, his alma mater;
Teachers' College and Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn.; University
of Cincinnatti and Teachers' College,
Columbia University. At Allegheny
College Dr. Regester was particularly
interested in the plan of individualized education being developed. In
brief, the purpose is to give the flidividual opportunity to take the work
which will best fit in with his capabilities and prepare him for the place

F. D. HILL CO.
.

JOhN D. REGESTER
Dean of the College
he is best qualified to fill in society,
Because of his many activities and
offices in religious and educational
organizations in thq Northwest, Pi'ofessor Arthur L. Frederick will be
leaving for Chicago to attend the
meeting of the International Council
of Religious Education from February 9 to 15th. A few of the many
organizations in which Mr. Frederick
is looked to for leadership are:
Head of the Activities and Education Commission of the Washington
Council of Churches and one of the
organizers of the Council.
Member of the Executive Committee of the Washington Council of
Churches.
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ARTHUR L. FREDERICK
Professor of Religious Education
Chairman of the Methodist Regional Student Conference, Pacific Northwest.
Chairman of the Regional Youth
Planning Council for the Northwest
under the International Council of
Religious Education.
Member of the Research Department of the International Council of
Religious Education.
Services of Frank G. Williston, professor of history and political science
have been required along several lines
in his particular field. He is contributing a chapter on James Harvey
Robinson in a series of studies of
recent historians. The work will be
published by the University of Chicago Press.
Though the work deals primarily
with English historians, the chapter
on Dr. Robinson was included because
of the important contributions he
has made in history textbooks and
their influence in teaching history
in America.
Dr. Williston also has been appointed a member of the National Resources Council and has made several
contributions in that connection. His
writings include "An Appraisal of
the Washington State Planning Council" and a "Survey of the Research
Facilities of the State of Washington.
He also is a member of the staff of
editors of the Journal of International Affairs published by the University
of Southern California and is the
author of four book reviews in the
Pacific Northwest Quarterly.
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Re"Hions
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CALIFORNIA ALUMNI HOLD
REUNIONS

DR. E. II. TODD
The many alumni and friends of
President Todd who missed him at
the recent reunions in California will
be happy to know that he is back at
the helm again tending to the many
duties befalling a college president.
The enthusiastic stories brought
home by E. L. Blaine, chairman of
the College Board of Trustees, and
Dick Smith, alumni secretary, from
their California tour have increased
his determination to visit the many
friends of the College in the Southland in the very near future.

The month of January saw the alumni of C. P. S. resident in California
hold two interesting reunions. One
reunion included alumni residing in
the Los Angeles area and the other
took in the San Francisco bay area.
The occasion for the meetings was a
business trip undertaken by President Edward H. Todd and E. L.
Blaine, chairman of the College buaid
of trustees. Dr. Todd was unable to
leave for the south at the last minute
because of flu, so Dick Smith, alumni
secretary, attended the meetings with
Mr. Blaine.
The Southern California reunion
was hold at the flotra Cafeteria in
Los Angeles on Friday, January 10,
staiihy W. Eiuttop. ex '20, was chairman and mad srranpmenf,s for the
gatlierin. Following the dinner. Mr.
Sutton read a letter of greeting troi'i
Di'. Todd, and Minard Fassett, '29,
matte a leport of the lant reunion,
Short talks were made by Messrs.
Blaine and Smith, and colored pictures of C. P. S. were shown.
At Mr. Sutton's suggestion a permanent organization was formed, and
the new officers were elected. Harry
G. Earle, '22, was elected president,
George T. Simons, '29, vice president,
and Minard W. Fassett, '29, secretary. Acting on Mr. Fassett's suggestion, the officers will meet in the
near future to determine a purpose
and goal for the organization to in-

Economy

City Sheet Metal
Works
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In the Day area another eothiishtLic roip of Logor nlunr I gathered at tho Campus Inn at Berkeley.
Chairman J. Bernard Watson, '9,
had arranged for a fine turkey dinrier with all the "fixin's" which got
the reunion off in high gear,
In addition to talks by Mr. Blaine
and Mr. Smith, the gathering was
privileged to hear from Holland F.
Burr, former pastor at First Congregational Church in Tacoma. Mr. Bun'
has just recently left Tacoma to accept the community pastorate at Piedmont, California. He brought an interesting message as a member of the

NORTH STAR
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Stokol Stokers and
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crease its significance and give it
wider appeal. Tentative plans were
laid for another meeting in June,
when it is hoped Dr. Todd may be
present.
Those attending the reunion were
Harry G. Earle, '21, Mrs. E. M. Ramsay, (Margaret Cheney, '31) Bernice
Sprague, '31, Ruth A. Diveley, '28,
Mertel E. Jensen, '34, Mr. and Mrs.
Sam F. Pugh, '28, Mr. and Mrs. Russell E. Clay, '22, Mr. and Mrs. Stanley W. Sutton, '20, Mrs. Arnold Jagow (Mary Todd, '37), Mr. and Mrs.
Frank A. Rumball (Geraldine Gasparc!) both '30, Clianles Butto, '11,
Mrs. Archie L. Smith (Pansy Lawrence, '15), Thomas T. Kendall, '39,
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. T. Simons (Ruth
Goulder) '19, Minard W. Fassett, '29,
C. Lee Turley, '25, Mr. Blame and
Mr. Smith.
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-'Board of Trustees and an enthusiastic supporter of C. P. S. Half of
the famous "Boyer quartet" was present, Mrs. Florence Hamilton Campbell, '10, and Mrs. Ada Hooten FUsselman, '09.
Other alumni attending the Bay
area reunion were: Mr. and Mrs. El'vin B. Lien, '33, Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Robertson (Hazel Gertrude
Churchill) both '36, Mrs. William
Hageman (Gladys M. Burrows, '32),
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Sprague (Frances
Saunders) '33 and '34, C. Gene Albertson, '40, Stanley Nash, '39, Margaret E. Johnson, '35, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles W. Jerauld (Theodora Barwick) '32 and '31, and William D.
Fusselman.
C. Gene Albertson, '40, was elected
chairman for the next reunion. Gene
was a star athlete and a leader in stu-

Z. A. VANE

dent affairs at C.P.S. until his graduation last June. He Is now studying for the ministry at Pacific School
of Religion. Three other alumni are
also studying at the same school.
They are Miles Post, '38, Carroll
Sprague, '33, and J. Bernard Watsoil, '39, who is also president of
the P. S. H. student body this year.
You will probably be hearing more
of these two California reunions in
the future for a great deal of interesting facts were uncovered concerning the many alumni who attended.
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PROFESSOR POWELL ANNOUNCES
SUMMER SCHOOL CALENDAR

W~

In the 26th annual session of the
nine weeks summer school which
opens June 8, the College of Puget
Sound is offering an unusual oppor tunity along several lines. The session is planned for students who desire to advance their class standing
or make up back work; for teachers
who wish to spend the summer in
pleasant surroundings and improve
their professional standing or complete training required for renewal
of certificates; for graduate students
working for a degree and for those
adults who desire to improve their
knowledge by studies for which they
are qualified.
The course corresponds in general
to the regular college courses and
credit is given on the same basis. Inetruction is offered in economics,
education, 1iitnry political science,
philosophy, chemistry, biology, psyelioloy, cociology, drsrnatirs sneeli.
religion and the fine arts, including
music courses for public school teachers. Regular college courses not listed
in the summer school calendar Will
be provided if there are a sufficient
number of applicants.
A new feature of the music department this year will be a band camp
to be operated along the lines of the
National Music camp at Interlochen,
Mich. A four weeks residence on the
campus for group study and private
lessons will be offered high school
band students and others who are
qualified for work of that grade. The
camp will be directed by Andrew G.
Loney, supervisor of music at LaGrande, Oregon. A full staff of resident and visiting instructors will be
provided.
Members of the college faculty who
will serve on the summer school instruction staff include the following:
,

RAYMOND L. POWELL
Professor of Education and
Dean of Summer School

BOYD MOTOR
INC.
HUDSON DEALERS

Out Of The High Rent
District
Very Liberal Trades
Special Lubrication in Our
Modern Service Dept.

8223 Pacific Avenue
GArland 4036

Charles T. Battin, Ph. D., professor
of economics.
John Paul Bennett, B.F.A., director of the conservatory and professor of voice.
Coolidge 0. Chapman, Ph. D., professor of English.
Philip R. Fehlandt, Ph. D., associate professor of chemistry.
Leo J. Frank, A.M., physical education.
A. H. Haynes, B. S., instructor in
mathematics.
Christian Miller, A. M., registrar
and assistant professor of German.
Hugh B. Pickard, Ph. D., assistant professor of chemistry.

Raymond L. Powell, Ph. D., professor
of education and dean of the
summer school.
Raymond S. Seward, Ph. D., professor of physics.
Lyle S. Shelmidine, Ph. D., assistant professor of history and
political science.
James R. Slater, A. M., M. Pd., professor of biology.
Warren E. Tomlinson, Ph. D., professor of German.
Linda Van Norden, A. M., assistant professor of English.
Erich J. F. Koker, head of stringed
instruments.
For the visiting faculty the following have been announced:
Gordon F. Alcorn, biology, Grays
Harbor junior college.
Frank F. Gorow, coordinator of
visual education, Tacoma publie schools.
Andrew G. Loney, B. M., supervisor
of music, LaGrande, Oregon
public schools.
Lydia E. Phelps, special trinittg
ta oh er, Tacoma public schO451
Bernice ç, Riehi, teacher Of diction
and creative dramatics, Margaret K. Gould school, Tacoma.
Leila M. Russell, speech correctionist, Tacoma public schools.
Mary E. Smith, director of music,
Franklin school, Tacoma.
Several others, including band
camp and other music instructors,
will be added to the summer school
staff later.

STANDARD
GROCERY
CO.
WHOLESALE
.
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September 7-Geraldine Ruth Raycraft and RICHARD TILTON, cx
'34.
December 24-Christmas eve was
chosen by DORA E. LANGTON, '34,
for her marriage to Warren W. Zimmer. She will complete the year's
teaching in Sumner High School before going to make her home in San
Francisco.

QUADRANT I
Color; Purple for Law-Good Government; Classes: 1893, 1897, 1901,
1ft0, 1909, 1913, 1917, 1921, 1925, 1929,
1933, 1937.

MARRIAGES
August 30-MARGARET LAITHAMER, ex '41, and Robert P. Dille.
August 24-Elizabeth Gail Alexander and JULIUS GIUS, ex '33.
October 12-MARJORIE WICKENS, ex '41, and Robert R. Johnson.
They are living in Seattle.
September 8-BETTY JANE OLSON, ex '41, and EUGENE O'DONNELL, '39. Their first home is in the
Frances Hall Apartments.
September 15 in Christ ChurchMaryhill Main and C. ARTHUR ROBBINS, Jr., ex '33. Robbins also attended DePauw University, and the
bride attended W. S. C. They are
living in Tacoma.
September 15 - MILDRED ANDERSON, ex '37, and Edward L. Carr.
Their home is in Wenatchee.
September 27-ALICE CORBIT,
ex '29, and McAllister Moore of Gig
Harbor.
October 13-JOANNE STERN, ex
'41, and Richard L. Garrity.
September 1-Betty Gillis Hossack
and CHARLES F. MACLEAN, '37,
were married in St. Luke's Church in
Memphis, Tenn. They will live in
Meniphis while he is attending medical school.
August 5-BETTY SIMPSON, '37,
and William Lingley. They are at
home in Philadelphia.
December 8-Lorraine C. Griffith
and JOHN R. BELCHER, ex '41.
December 28-Mary Louise Verheek and KENNETH WILLIAM 0111SER, ex '37, were married at the
Methodist Church at Raymond.
BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. DONALD BLAKE,
ex '37-a daughter, Susan Gail, October 24.
Mr. and Mrs. DAVID K. FOGG, cx
'41 of Interlaaken-October 30, Vivian Anne.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Finley Downs
(REITHA GEHRI, '31)-November
17, Emella Ann, who is their second
daughter.

Mr. and Mrs. CHARLES G. EPPS,
'33, (DELORES THEDA, cx '37)their first child, Deanna Delores, was
born September 14, in Hillsboro.
Mr. and Mrs. MARC JANES, cx
'37-a daughter, born September 19,
has been named Shirley Anne.
MISCELLANEOUS
JAMES C. HOWE, cx '37, has recently returned from Arabia. He is
working for Standard Oil Company
and was forced to return to the U.
S. because of war conditions. He and
Mrs. Howe (LOIS EVANSON, cx '37)
are now in Taft, California.
MARGRETE ANDERSON, '37, was
presented by alumnae of Kappa Sigma
Theta in a voice recital at Weyerhaeuser Hall, Y. W. C. A. Sunday
afternoon, January 19. She has just
returned from study in Hollywood.
ESTHER GIUS, cx '37, has left for
Washington, D. C. to assume a civil
service appointment, in the munitions
bureau, war department. She has
been teaching at Fairbanks, Alaska.
Lieut. ROBERT COPELAND, cx
'33, was recently called into active
service by the U. S. navy to command
the tugboat Pawtucket.

QUADRANT 2

BIRTHS
Dr. and Mrs. ROBERT S. RUSS, cx
'34-a son, Gordon Robert, on December 5th, in Grants Pass, Oregon.
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Wilson
(MARJORIE WELCH, cx '30)-Dennis George, on November 2 2nd.
Mr. and Mrs. DALE FORKENBROCK, cx '38-a son born Christmas Day has been named John Dale.
MISCELLANEOUS
Ensign GEORGE C. DUNCAN, cx
'38, was visiting in Tacoma in December, and is now with the U. S. S. West
Virginia.

QUADRANT 3
Color: Yellow for Science; Classes:
1895, 1899, 1902, 1907, 1911, 1915, 1919,
1923, 1927, 1931, 1935, 1939.

MARRIAGES
September 15-BETTY J. LEAMAN, cx '39, and ROY W. WONDERS, '39. They are at the Washington Apartments.
October 12-MARY G. YOUNG,
cx 1 39, and Earl F. Moore, Jr.
December 7-Betty Irene Baker
and RICHARD D. PALMER, cx '43.
December 27-MARGARET JOAN
ANDERSON, cx '39, and JAMES DAVID REUTER.
(Continued on next page)

Color: Cardinal for Religion: Classes;
1884, 1898, 1902, 1906, 1910, 1914, 1918,
1922, 1926, 1930, 1934, 1938.

MARRIAGES
September 11-Rose Frances Vogel
and MARSHALL McCORMICK, cx
'30.
December 8-CORABELLE GRIFFEN and HAROLD L. PUMPHREY,
both '38. They are in Longview.
November 24 - MARION R.
BURNS, cx '42, and T. HARBINE
MONROE, cx '38. Their home is in
Tacoma, where he is connected with
the Camera Shop.
September 14-KATHERINE NELSON, '39, and JOSEPH W. BEAL,
'38. Their home is in Longbranch,
and he is on the high school staff at
Vaughn.
August 31-Helen Marie Norman
and CHARLES McMILLAN, cx '38.

GREEN PARROT
INN
S

CHICKEN and STEAK
DINNERS
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Archie McLean, Jr.
INVESTMENT
SECURITIES
.

Washington Bldg. BR. 3366

S. H. KRESS
.

5 - 10 25c
STORE
S

934 Broadway

BROWN &
HALEY

Makers of
Americas Finest Confecfion
ALMOND ROCA

January 11—Nancy Ann Nicholson
and ROBERT P. BERGMAN, ex '43.
They are at the Broadmoor.
August 29—RUTH E. KOPER, '27,
and Emil P. Rennard of Chicago.
September 14—BARBARA BRYAN, ex '39, and Dr. J. W. Wiley. Their
home is in Portland.
September 14—JANE CARLSON,
'39, and R. Jarvis Gould of Portland.
They were married at noon in Christ
Episcopal Church, and are living in
Portland, where Mr. Gould will receive the M. D. degree from the U.
of Oregon Medical School in June.
September 21—IDABELLE ARNOLD, ex '41, and BELDEN BIDWELL, ex '39.
October 5—CLARA OLIVER, cx
'39, and James Richardson. Richardson is a graduate of W. S. C. The
new home is in Bellingham.
October 4—MARGARET HEUSTON, '39, and Robert R. Kable of
Mt. Morris, Illinois, where the new
home is located. Mr. Kable Is a graduate of Dartmouth and took postgraduate work at Carnegie Institute
of Technology.
October 12—EVELYN E. SWANSON, '39, and Robert L. Stein of
Tacoma. They were married in the
Little Chapel.
October 12—LOUISE KERRY, '27,
and King Phelps of Tacoma.
December 14—MARY GAIL HARVEY, ex '39, and Harry Lehrer. Lehier is a graduate of the law school
of Yale. The new home is in Portland.
BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Richard F. Hoistetter
(LUCILLE MASON, cx '35)—November 19, a daughter, Suzanne. Their
first child is a son, Charles.
Lieut. and Mrs. Howard Bronson
(CATHRYN DRUSHEL, ex '35)—a
daughter, Kay Elaine, January 1,
1941. They are stationed at France
Field, Canal Zone.
Mr. and Mrs. Murray Emmerich
(WINNIFRED HELMHOLZ, ex '39)
—a son, Kurt George, on October 24.
Mr. and Mrs. ROBERT WILSON,
'35, (JEAN MICHAEL, ex '33)—their
first child, a daughter, Judith Frazer, was born January 6 at the Tacoma
General Hospital.
MISCELLANEOUS
MURRAY L. JOHNSON, ex '35,
(M. D. from U. of Oregon Medical
School in 1939) is first assistant resident doctor in surgery at Union Memorial Hospital, Baltimore. He is the
first western man picked for this
post.
NORMAN RUNIONS, ex '39, KVI
announcer, is taking a new radio
broadcasting job in Seattle.
ELIZABETH MILLER, ex '39, has
accepted a position to organize the

TOSCANO CAFE
D. A. LENZI
ITALIAN DINNERS - SEA FOODS
MERCHANTS LUNCH
A LA CARTE SERVICE

S
MAin 3026

753 St. Helens Ave.

Macdonald
Building
Co.
S

1517 South Tacoma Way
GArland 4428

SHERIFF

JOHN C.
BJORKLUND
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first kiti ergarteii in tie Auburn pubtic school system. She received 1mev

CORBIT'S
Poultry Market
Specializing in
Fresh Dressed Poultry

42 Market St. MA 3346

PARK HOTEL

kindergarten train hug at Pacific Lutlmeran College and at C. W. C. E. at
Ellensburg.
EZNA CLYDE, who did graduate
work at C. P. S. in 1939-40, in
September received the fifth award
of $50.00 in the China Essay Contest
on the subject "Our Stake in the
Future of China."
CHARLES A. GIBBONS, 35, and
wife, ORA WILLMOTT GIBBONS,
'36, spent the Christmas holidays
visiting friends and relatives in the
Northwest. Charles is a statistician in
the Dept. of Agriculture in Washington, D. C. They have just built a
new home in Arlington, Virginia.

QUADRANT 4
Color: White for Liberal ArtsLearning; Clases: 1S96, 1900, 1904,
190S, 1912, 1916, 1920, 1924, 1928, 1932,
1936, 1940.

Proctor Pharmacy
S

A Drug Store Complete
W. P. Ragsdale
.

3818 No. 26th St.

PR. 2022

DALE'S
SERVICE
STATION
S

A BETTER CLASS

MARRIAGES

HOTEL

September—Francesrau Willems
and EDWARD E. BORHEK, ex '40.
September 27—ELIZABETH JANE
ALLSTRUM. ex '40, and KENNETH
V. ALLAN, ex 39. They are living
in Seattle.
October 5—DARLINE MAE IRLE,
ex '42, and DEWANE E. LAMKA,
'40, in Kent. They are in Cashmere,
where Larnka is on the high school
faculty.
October 18—LOIS M. BROWN, cx
'40, and SHIRLEY M. WEKELL, ex
'37. The bride is also a graduate of
Tacoma General Hospital.
November 9—S. ELIZABETH MILLER, '32, and Henry J. Barral of New
York City. They were married in the
Church of the Transfiguration in New
York.
November 29—EMMYLOU JENKINS, '40, and EARL OAKES, '40.
They are at home at 402 South L
street.
September 9—Alfreda A. Frohimnader and RUSSELL P. POST, cx
'37.
September 21 - MARGUERITE
BARRY, cx '40, and James Newschwander of Seattle.
September 3—Nancy Harris of
Seattle, and ROBERT H. OLDS, cx
'36, now of Bethlehem, Pennsylvania.
January 22—Dorotliy Bolton and
LOUIS A. MAGRINI, cx '36. Magrini
is editor of the Orting Oracle.
December 14—GLADYS MARIE
BURROWS, '32, and William R.
Hageman of Oakland, California. She
is teaching physical education in the
Oakland schools.
August 23—Vera McConnell and
FRANK PIPER, '40.

0

8th and A Street
MAin 4115
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F. S. HARMON
MFG. Co.

BIRTHS
.Mr. and Mrs. Chester Kingsbury
of Satt1e ELSIE MITCHELL. '34)
-a son, Keith Wilbur, July 21.
Mr. and Mrs. HAROLD ROCK, ex
3 6—a daughter. Julie Ann. August
31.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Boyker
PHYLLIS A. CULVER ,ex '32)—a
daughter, Brenda Lee, December 19.
The new baby is welcomed by a
brother, C ary.
Mr. and Mrs. ERNEST ABEL, cx
'3 2—a girl, born September 15, is
welcomed by a brother, Ernest Abel,
J I. .
Mr. and Mrs. PAUL PUGH, '36a daughter, Patricia Joan, October
23.
Mr. and Mi's. Robert F. Kabrick
(WAVA SHELMIDIE, cx '40)—a
daughter in September.
\I ISCELLANEOUS

.

FURNITURE
MANUFACTURING

938 Pacific Avenue
MAin 8166

PIPER
FUNERAL
HOME
.

5436 So. Puget Sound
GArland 5436

MARION ROUNDS, '40, is Associate Director of Wesley Foundation
al W. S. C.
BARBARA J. LONGSTRETH, '40,
is attending graduate school of social work at the Univei'sity of Pennsylvania.
HERBERT EDWARDS, '36, has
gone into Y. M. C. A. work, and is
at the Seattle Y. M. C. A.
HITOSHI TAMAKI, '40, has a
tuition scholarship at Boston tjniversity Medical School.
Gene Albertson, '40, is a student at
Pacific School of Religion, Berkeley,
California.
HOWARD CARLSON, '40. has a
teaching fellowship at C. P. S. in
physics and mathematics.
WILLIAM HOPPEN, '40, has a
tuition scholarship at Columbia University Law School.
JOAN ROBERTS, '40. has a service scholarship at New York University, Graduate School of Retailing.
PHYLLIS ANDERSON, '40, is at
Northwestern University, with a service scholarship in the Gi'aduate
School of Commerce.
ROBERT I). SPRENGER, '40, is
at Syracuse University, with a teachbig assistantship in chemistry.
Mr. and Mrs. NEIL RICHARDSON
(FAITH SIMPSON) '40 and cx '39,
are now located at Dunstable. Massachusetts, where he is pastor of the
Dnnstable Evangelical Congregational Church. Neil goes into Boston foui'
days a week for his work at Boston
University of Theology.
Anne Ci'apser Pope, instructor in
French at C. P. S. until 1936, is still
ill at liei' home in Lancaster, California, and wishes to thank those who
have wi'itten to her and sent cards.
(Hei' complete address is Wilsona
Route, Lancaster.)

For Dependable Service
Have Your Doctor Call

Pharmacy
25 North lacoma Ave.
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APPLING'S
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Use it to impart that touch of skill
which will make your salads out-
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standing. Nalleys Mayonnaise

I 120 So. Cushman St.

makes the salad richer - more
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tempting and appetizing. Especially delicious on sandwiches.
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For a perfect, delightful combination salad, marinate the vegetables in Nalleys Old Fashioned
French Dressing and garnish with
Nalleys Mayonnaise.
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